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* *• Introduction

During the last three years many superconvergent relations and

sum rules have been written for the optical constants (Altarelli

et.al. 1972, Viiiani and Zimerman 1973, Altarelli and Smith 1974).

More recently an extension has been made for the relevant quanta*

ties of the Faraday effect (Smith 1975) and Voigt effect (Puruya

et.al. 1976).

Now from the experimental point of view, a very interesting

quantity is the near normal reflectivity given by p Itó) where

'^u5'- Ül00^ ~ ̂  N(>0} being the complex index of refraction.

(!-'e are considering isotropic materials).

The quantities log Pltjo) and 6(LO) are connected by a dis-

persion relation (Wooten, 1972), which allows to compute &(uo)as

an integral involving log pLuty • This procedure involves an extra

polation of O (_u>) beyond the measured frequency range (Rimmer and

Dexter I960).

As was already pointed out by Altc.relli et. al. (1972) the su-

perconvergence theorem cannot be applied to these quantities, be-

cause Qxnp(.u)=0( IQ-JU}) for u)-»oo ar;d therefore we do not get sum

rules that would be helpful to check the extrapolation of

The purpose of this paper is to write down a family of super-

convergent sum rules with the help of a weight function introduced

previously (Villani and Zimerman 1973). depending on two parameters

a anà ft with OCQ-Coo and Í < A £ i . For {&.» i" we recover the

dispersion relation which connects 0Cu>) with log
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This is done in § 2. In § 3 we obtain a sum rule for the dif-

ference of phases of the reflectivity functions of two different

materials and finally in § 4 we obtain superconvergent relations

and sum rules £or the magneto reflectivities corresponding to the

Faraday effect and Voigt effect.

2. Family of superconvergent relations

Let us introduce the complex reflectivity as function of the

complex index of refraction N(u>) for an isotropic material:

(D

where DCuo} = I Clu))| . It is easy to see that 1 - N(u3) and 1+N(to)

are analytic in the upper half complex u3 plane, without zeros

there. Therefore log^t(to) is also analytic in this region. From

the behaviour:

tO -» oo

with

r m

h being the density of electrons and m their mass, it follows that:

therefore
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Nov let us consider the function (Villani and Zimerman 1973):

(6)

for a and /& real with the conditions:/&

A similar kind of functionW^s introduced by Liu and Okubo (1967)

in connection with TF-N sum rules (They consider a fixed at the

threshold). The function S(uj) logfluo) is analytic in the upper

half complex u3 plane, vith the behaviour:

with

By using the usual arguments (Villani and Zimerman 1973) it

follows that this function satisfies a superconvergent relation:

\\ ) ^ p ] (8)
-oo

Prom the crossing property:

it follows:



and therefore

91-to) = - (10)

Using eqs. (10), eq. (8) can be rewritten as:

a
J(io-a)fr
a

Let us study che limit 1" in the above expression. In

st rd
this limit the l and 3 terms give:

OO

(12)

while the 2 term can be rewritten in the form:

t

where £ is a small positive number.

'H'<̂  second term of eq. (13) gives zero for /&

Now for small £. we have:

(13)
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_§LuàdiO
0*>-a)Ê(u)Hx)|2>

Also for A —> 1 , we have:

(l5)

Therefore using eqs. (14) and (15), eq. (13) can be written as

(16)

and therefore it follows from eq. (11) in this limit:

cP
-a2

(i7)

which is the dispersion relation (Wooten 1972) which determines

L\ as an integral of log

We hope that the double infinity of superconvergent relations

eqs. (11) which are obtained by varying a and ft' can be useful

for performing the extrapolation of PÍM*) for higher value of .

than those available by experiments (Rimer and Dexter, 1960).
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3. A sum rule connecting the difference of phases ofc the

reflectivities of two materials

Let us consider two materials with complex reflectivities

r (»A>) and r (tó) and let us define the complex function:

(18)

where

uj_ and bú p being the corresponding plasma frequencies.

From eq. (5) it follows the hic'i fi-equency behaviour:

O L
v. toy (i9)

Therefore tne function [log F(u)Lj/ satisfies the superccnvergence

relation (Vüldni and Zimerman, 1973):

t°0

Mere the origin is avoided by an infinitesimal semicircle in the



upper half u) - plane. Therefore eq.2O gives for
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insulators the

sum ru le :
oo

X
(t4Mto)(l-f»*o) (21)

where the right hand side is the contribution from.the integration

in the small semicircle around the origin.

N and N are the zero frequency indices of refraction of the

two ̂ materials. For conducting materials we have:

•i

4. Superconvergence relations and sum rules for magneto reflectivity

Let us consider an isotropic non-magnetic material under the

influence of an uniform magnetic field H.

Por \jO -? oo , we have the folicw-inc behaviour for the circu-

larly polarizer.; indices of refraction relevant to the Faraday

effect (Str.ifh 1975):

Htm. M + (to)- l .
(22)

«i/here i s t|<lfi ciclotron frequency me

We can also dnfine the complex magneto re f lec t iv i ty

(23)
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r 8m p±
(24)

For large lO it behaves as:

(23)

If we define the complex function:

we have from eq. (25):

(26)

0 U)
(27)

From the crossing relation:

(28)

it follows:

(29)
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and therefore

or

(31)

\ (-to) - 0. (-to)]=[e4M- Q.MJ
From the behaviour given by eq. (27) we have the superconvergence

relation (Villani and Zimerman 1973):

U) (32)

For non conducting materials vGdt't^Oj-0 » a nd «sing the crossing

relations eqs. (3l), we obtain the superconvergence relation:

. _ o (JJ)

Eq.(27) also give the f - type of sum rule:

(34)

which is also valid for conducting materials,
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For the Voigt effect we can define the complex reflectivities:

(35)
M --U-M")) -p uo)el

(t + iyw)) '"

(36)

where the complex indices of refraction have the following large

frequency behaviour (Furuya et. al. 1976):

8 U3* ^ J
(37)

Consider now the function:

M <38)

Which for U)-*oo ha« the behaviour:

(39)
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Therefore we nave (Viliani and Zimerman 1973):

\ d (40)

-«o

As for conducting materials vOQ v? \\)\ is finite, we have for

conductiong or non conducting materials the superconvergence rela-

tion:

-0O

its •1

As for non conducting materials, VCQL V? (Q)—0 » we "nave also for
ü

these materials:

--Jfclj4Üic|u) = O (42)
IO

From eq. (ii>) *'<.. l..jve also th-o t'-i ,; • GS sum rule, valid for con

ducting or nor. r...ri-ii;r:r j rig m.Ut'riS; -

to \yu (™) ••• 8 i Ci^)J u ^

o

The nupcTi o,,v».i;; TÍ-. *• rf'lii'ion . .r-' ';um rules of this § which

correspond to t h. • Faraday effect h JV>: -also been derived indepen-

dently by D.Y. Smith (at Argonne).
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